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filling the gap
in kandahar

Reservists expected to make up 25% of the
Canadian battle group in 2008
Text and photos by Darcy Knoll

I

t’s a gorgeous morning at the Canadian Manoeuvre Training
Centre in Wainwright, Alberta. Our truck has pulled over and
the troops climb out to quickly to load their weapons before
heading out. We are slated to replace soldiers from Charlie
Company who had been out in the field since the night before.
Once everyone is ready, we pile into the back of the truck, pull
down the canvas and head off in darkness.
Banter is light with a few inside jokes thrown around and
discussion about the ongoing exercise. I quietly fiddle with my
camera trying to adjust the settings in the dark.
After what seems like 15 minutes later, a loud bang similar to
a firecracker goes off outside. Instantly a series of high-pitched
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noises can be heard throughout the truck combined with a layer
of obscenities.
Class is now in session.

D

erided as “not full soldiers” by some and regarded as ration
packs tied to the back of a convoy by others, members of the
Canadian Reserve Force have previously been seen as somewhat
insubordinate to their regular force counterparts. However, as
the Canadian government looks to sustain its commitment to
Afghanistan until 2009, commanders are putting their faith in
these “weekend warriors” to prop up the army.
With a stream of 2,500 soldiers heading to Afghanistan every six

months, military planners have been looking to juggle a number of
tasks. First, they must ensure that they have the numbers to meet
the demands of each rotation. Second, all of these troops have to
be trained and mentally prepared for the hostilities Kandahar has
to offer. Upon returning, the battle-weary soldiers must be given
time to rest before they gear up to train for their next rotation.
At the same time as these troops are committed to the training
for their deployments, there is also a need to train the thousands of
new fresh-faced recruits the government of Canada promised.
As a result, the Canadian Forces have looked to ease the burden
on the army. Such strategies have involved using personnel from
the navy and air force for support trades in Kandahar. For example,
Chief of Maritime Staff Vice-Admiral Drew Robertson told Esprit
de Corps in July that some navy engineers are using their expertise to
help defuse improvised explosive devises in Afghanistan. However,
beyond the re-roling of some sailors and airmen, the crux of easing
this burden has fallen on the reserves.
“We need somewhere between 1,500 and 2,000 reservists until
2009 to see us through the war establishment structures that
we’re sending into operations in Afghanistan,” Army commander
Lt.-Gen. Andrew Leslie said last December. “I’m not sure yet if
those numbers will materialize. I’m a continual optimist, however,
hope is not a method when it comes to planning.”
Of course, this is not the first time in Canadian history that the
reserves have had to step up to aid the army. After chatting with
several reservists they will tell you about the various battle honours
their regiments received in the First and Second World Wars. The
force was first officially created with the signing of the Militia Act
in 1855. It then evolved into a branch that has worked to augment
the regular force in both support and combat roles depending on
the size of the operation.
Today, like throughout its history, members join the reserves
for a number of reasons. Some say they are using it as a gateway to
deciding if they want to join the regular force, while others simply
say it’s a fun way to spend a weekend. Although participation in
this force is strictly voluntary, the army is encouraging these troops
to share the burden abroad.

“If you take a look at the number of reservists in the past
[that] have served overseas in a mission maybe a small handful of
soldiers went over in an augmentation role and usually that role
was in a support camp security type of activity,” says Col. Gerry
Mann, commander of the 32nd Canadian Brigade Group. “Now
our soldiers are fully augmented into every taskforce that goes
overseas and those are increasing every mission and every rotation
that’s going over.”
According to Mann, up to 200 reservists are part of the latest
rotation to Afghanistan and that is expected to increase to more
than 600 in a year – nearly one-quarter of the task force. The colonel
is also quick to point out that these troops are not just sitting on
the base in Kandahar.
“They’re still doing roles along with regular force members on
camp security, but they’re also conducting stability operations and
full combat operations,” he adds.
For further proof that reservists have not shied away from danger
in Afghanistan the list of Canadian casualties shows that a number of
these troops have made the ultimate sacrifice. As such, the training
of these citizen-soldiers has taken on a whole new importance.

A

long with 18 other journalists from across Ontario, I was
flown out to Alberta by the military to witness reservists in
action. We reached the Canadian Manoeuvre Training Centre in
Wainwright at the tail-end of a 13-day exercise. Dubbed “Maple
Defender 2007,” the trip was meant to showcase reservists from
Land Forces Central Area as they took part in a number of training
operations meant to simulate what these soldiers could experience
in Afghanistan.
As such, the reservists worked around the clock conducting
raids and patrols and also detecting and responding to improvised
explosive devices. “It’s an exercise and a tempo that is almost like
the real thing and … for everybody that did this for the first time
it was a real eye-opener,” said battle group commander Lt.-Col.
John Hampson.
Unlike the exercise Maple Defender from 2006, Col. Mann
noted that the reservists were being trained to deal with the threat
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of IEDs – the leading cause of injuries in Afghanistan. “We are now
training our troops as we expect them to conduct operations,” says
Mann. “IEDs as you are aware have been of significant use overseas
in Afghanistan … we’re now making sure that every soldier has
more situational awareness around IEDs.”
To monitor the troops as they conducted the exercise, the
soldiers were all connected to a $100-million simulation system
known as the Weapons Effects Simulator (or “WES” as it was
affectionately referred to). Throughout the course of Maple
Defender, each soldier was required to wear a vest with sensors
that ran all the way to the helmet. Fashioned to their rifles was a
small laser that would be triggered at the sound of a blank being
fired. If the laser hit one of the sensors a small computer on the
vest would light up and tell the soldier if they were injured or killed
as an alarm sounded on the vest.
All of this information was instantaneously sent via a global
positioning system to the exercise coordinators at the CMTC
headquarters – a mystery building reporters for some reason
were denied from seeing. In this location, there was apparently
a large screen where the entire exercise could be loaded up on a
map and watched in real time or else used to analyze the soldiers’
performance afterwards.
For the some of the older reservists, the WES system was quite
astounding. Several said they remembered a time when training
simulations involved an umpire who arbitrarily decided who was
shot or killed in the exercise. In the after-action review there would
be quarrels between soldiers over who was responsible for certain
incidents. Now, with the WES system, commanders are able to
review an analysis detailing who fired their weapon, where they
were located and how many shots they fired.
Before heading out with the troops on my trek to replace Charlie
Company I was equipped with a WES vest. For anyone who has
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ever played LaserQuest, it felt quite similar to that – although
the folks at Wainwright were quick to note that it was far more
complex. Regardless, I headed out on that fateful morning donning
this snazzy piece of kit.
The IED exploded outside of our truck and my vest instantly
started flashing – along with that of several of the other troops
inside. I looked down at the small computer and it said I was
critically injured with about 100 minutes left to live. Things were
looking grim. I was taken out of the truck and laid down on the
gravel, which caused the alarm to turn off. One soldier came to
me and assessed my injury and began to program in the first aid I
was to receive. Apparently, shrapnel had hit my right leg.
Meanwhile, the other reservists formed what one called “all
around defence” and took positions around the destroyed vehicles.
After my initial treatment, I was dragged to the other side of the
truck and was about to be treated further except one reservist’s first
aid didn’t appear to be working. My condition took a tumble and
I was eventually revived with CPR by Regimental Sergeant-Major
CWO Craig Grant from London, Ont.

A

s has been the case throughout history, the army’s ability to
use its reserve forces allows it to increase its capacity to carry
out operations such as Afghanistan. “[W]isely the army commander
has found ways to be able to use reservists to be able to do just that
– stretch out what we are capable of doing,” said Col. Mann.
However, it is not quite as easy to stretch out the capability of
reservists as that of their regular force colleagues. As volunteers, the
majority of reservists have either employment or school outside of
the military that they need to consider before heading abroad.
It was a common refrain amongst some of the troops at Wainwright that they wanted to go to Afghanistan, but didn’t think
they would be able to get off work long enough to commit to the

CFLC National Employer
Support Awards 2007
In June 2007 the Canadian Forces Liaison
Council awarded a number of businesses and
organizations for their support to members
of the reserves.
Most Supportive Employer in Canada: Bell Aliant
Suppor t to Canadian Forces Operations International: Vancouver Police Department
Support to Canadian Forces Operations - Domestic:
VanOostrum Farm Equipment Ltd.
LEFT and ABOVE: En route to replace another company, these
reservists were hit by a mock IED during Exercise Maple Defender 2007.
Soldiers from Land Force Central Area in Ontario travelled to Wainwright,
Alberta to take part in this exercise.

full-time training and six-month rotation the mission requires.
This has been a problem highlighted in the press as some reservists
complained that they returned from their mission to find their
jobs had been filled, while others said they had to quit in order
to head overseas.
Such stories have prompted calls for the federal government to
enact laws that require businesses to protect the jobs of reservists
as they serve abroad. This method was adopted in the United
States and there are now pieces of legislation in various provincial
governments across Canada.
However, such measures are not entirely supported by the
business community. According to Mike Murphy, the executive
vice president of policy at the Canadian Chamber of Commerce,
his organization has not yet formed an opinion on this matter.
The Chamber will be debating the issue at their upcoming annual
meeting.
There are already some businesses that have adopted measures
aimed at supporting their employees who serve in the reserves. For
example, the company Bell Aliant offers its workers a two-week
leave to attend training, while ensuring that benefits extend to
family members during this time.
If a worker is posted abroad, the company then pays the difference between their base salary at Bell Aliant and their military pay
for up to one year, says Mike Roberts, vice president of human
resources. So far about 20 workers from the company have taken
advantage of this policy.
Roberts says there are a number of reasons why Bell Aliant
would take such a policy: “First, we’re inspired by employees that
want to do this and we feel it’s the right thing to support them in
whatever way we can. Secondly, increasingly employees are looking
for flexibility to pursue personal interests outside the workplace,
so a policy like this helps us with the retention and recruitment of

Special Award for Support to the Reserve Force:
Retail Wholesale and Department Store Union
Special Award for Support to the Reserve Force:
London International Airport
Support to Student Reservists: Université du Québec
à Trois-Rivières
Special Award for Support to the Reserve Force: The
Government of Nova Scotia
Most Supportive Employer, British Columbia:
Lewkowich Geotechnical Engineering Ltd.
Most Supportive Employer, Alberta:
Knowledge Services Ltd.

Ideaca

Most Supportive Employer, Saskatchewan: Saskatoon
Co-operative Association
Most Supportive Employer, Manitoba: Simplot
Canada II
Most Supportive Employer, Ontario: WestJet
Most Supportive Employer, Québec: Coopérative des
techniciens ambulanciers du Québec
Most Supportive Employer, New Brunswick: City
of Moncton – Moncton Fire Department
Most Supportive Employer, Nova Scotia: ChignectoCentral Regional School Board, Bible Hill Central
Elementary School
Most Supportive Employer, Prince Edward Island:
PEI Area Department of Fisheries and Oceans,
Conservation and Protection
Most Supportive Employer, Newfoundland and
Labrador: Bell Aliant
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top talent. Finally, once you’re doing that then we have happier,
more engaged employees – that means happy customers and that
means plain and simple good business.”
Despite this, he says he does not entirely agree with the idea of
legislating such protection for reservists.
“We feel at Bell Aliant we’re very fortunate to be able to support
our employees in this way, but we certainly appreciate that for some
organizations – particularly smaller ones – it may be more difficult
to do that,” he says. “So I think my opinion would be that any
successful policy that’s been applied would have to balance the
interests of all the parties involved whether it’s the employee, the
employer or the military.”
In order to navigate through these various interests, the military
has relied on a body known as the Canadian Forces Liaison
Council.
“The bottom line with the CFLC is that it’s an organization
that is meant to seek and obtain the support of employers and
educational institutions to ensure the availability of the reservists
for training and operations without penalty to the reservists,” says
CFLC executive director Léo Desmarteau.
Led by a volunteer group of business leaders, the organization
works to educate employers about the value of reservists, while at
the same time educating the soldiers on how to make things easier
on their bosses. To do so they will speak on behalf of these soldiers
to try to resolve conflicts that could impede a soldier from training
or heading abroad. Beyond that, the CFLC also takes employers
out to the different bases to show them reservists in action in a
program known as ExecuTrek.
“This is the approach we’ve taken here in Canada and I’ve seen
that this approach has been fairly good for us,” says Col. Mann.
In the past Desmarteau said his organization had a difficult time
with employers because they were not aware of how the military
operated. However, thanks to the high-profile of the Afghan
mission this is no longer the case.
“In our program a big challenge has always been to start
from scratch – start with people not knowing anything about the
military. We’re not there anymore … and you will find when you
talk to businesspeople … there is a lot more awareness of what the
Canadian Forces do and what the reserves do,” he says.
Regardless, he says, there will always be employers that do not
support the missions Canadian troops are involved in or simply are
not capable of sending employees off on deployments.
Like Roberts, Desmarteau agrees that legislating job protection
would be a difficult process to arrange.
“The challenge that you have with legislation is that it is using a
stick. It is an invasion of the private sector by government … where
essentially you’re restricting the free market, you’re restricting the
private operation of a business,” he says.
It would require broad consultations between a number of
federal and provincial departments, not to mention businesses and
schools. “The possibility of putting in place legislation that would
cover the waterfront adequately would demand … a lot of years
of work,” he says.
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Beyond that, such laws would also raise worries that reservists
would be discriminated against. “There’s always that fear. In the
United States there is no doubt that discrimination is rampant,”
says Desmarteau.
Unless such legislation is enacted, the military will have to
continue to hope the voluntary spirit of the reserves extends to
their employers as well.

U

pon being revived by the RSM, I was dragged into a truck
along with the rest of the casualties. Overall, the IED attack
claimed three dead, three critically wounded and one lightly injured
– a toll sadly that is not out of the bounds of reality in Afghanistan.
I was driven back to the base hospital and treated by Cpl. Hanna
Teodorovych from 28 Field Ambulance in Ottawa, Cpl. Sebastian
Wong from 23 Field Ambulance in London and MCpl. Gurpreet
Dipak from 23 Hamilton Field Ambulance who eventually declared
I was a “priority three” casualty.
In the drive back and later that morning some of the younger
reservists sat around and complained about their vehicle being
hit. They had been sitting around for a while before their convoy
left and they wanted to get out and replace the guys from Charlie
Company. One soldier grumbled that it was their turn to get out
in the field and now they would have to hang out on the base
for an unknown amount of time. Others complained that the
mysterious forces running the exercise must have made a mistake
and accidentally hit their vehicle with the IED.
Of course, within the realm of the simulation, this is entirely
possible. However, as these reservists prepare for a major role in
Afghanistan, whatever lessons they may learn from a mock IED
attack could truly save lives. ❖
Note: For more photos from Exercise Maple Defender 2007, please go
to www.espritdecorps.ca/galleries.htm

